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Acala DVD iPod Ripper is a intuitive to use program which convert your DVD movies to iPod
movies regardless DVD CSS and DVD Region. The build-up enhanced encoder deep compress output
min files with high speed and lossless movie quality.  It is a one-click solution program.
It also supports Automatically Shut down your computer after the conversion had been done.
it means you can just go to sleep or have a cup of coffe., Let your computer do all the jobs
and automatically shutdown when all jobs are done. And its preview and edit function make
you edit the video easily!

Key Features 

ntuitive interface make you free and professional.

Build-up enhanced encoder ensure the output movie quality and high speed to finish task.

One click profile settings solution and easy customize settings for video size, frame
rate, video bitrate(quality), audio bitrate(quality), aspect ratio.

Subtitle and Audio Track selectable for each episode.

Set the start position and end position for any episodes to convert.( cut movie clip to
convert ).

Batch convert main movie and any episodes.

Batch files conversion.

Preview playback movies and any episodes, the preview playback maybe come up slight
audio crawl, it does not matter with the output movie quality, just preview to check out
the source episode.

Automatically Shutdown Computer When ripping done.

System Requirements

 Windows 98/98SE/ME/2000/XP/ VISTA
 IBM-compatible PC with a minimum 500 MHz Pentium-class microprocessor and 64 MB RAM
 If you use Windows NT, Windows 2000 or Windows XP, you must be an administrator to
install Acala DVD iPod Ripper
 18 MB hard-disk space is necessary to install Acala DVD iPod Ripper
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